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A. Introduction

This article is based on Ira M Lapidus' essay concerning separation of state and religion in Islam. In her complete article, Lapidus arose many questions relating to separation of state and religion in Islam. The questions are how were religious communities organized? What parts did the 'ulamā’ play within them? What relations did they have with common people? How deeply did religious and sectarian identifications penetrate the Muslim masses? What social and religious functions did the ‘ulamā’ and organized communities play in the ongoing life of Muslim communities? How were relations between Muslim communities and Muslim states? How were these relations formed under different regimes, in different localities; how did the change over time? To what extent did the ‘ulamā’ influence the development of the state? To what extent did the state control the ‘ulamā’ and sectarian communities? May we not speak of distinction between church and state in Islam? How may we describe and explain the Islamic situation if it represent neither the unity posited by Islamists for the early Caliphate nor the thorough institutional differentiation evident in the Christian Europe? In addition, in finishing of her investigation, Lapidus also said:

Though the modalities of 'state' and 'religion' in the Islamic world are quite different from those of 'state' and 'church' in the west, Islamic society, in fact, if not in its own theory, is one of those societies in which religious and political institutions are separate. The implications of this fact for the operation of regimes, for the structures of communities, for moral situation of the individual Muslim believer runs through the whole fabric of Islam.

From atop we have seen that three topics are always connected by religion and state in Islam: Islamic concepts or Islamic theory about state, Islamic community in state or the experience of Muslim actualized the state, and the role of Islamic leaders in constructed a state, ‘ulamā and umara.’ First topics, we could comprehended numerous books and articles, both Arabic and English, that discussing about Islamic theory of state. Beside this, the topic was on epistemological questions: what, why, how the Islamic state. Moreover, the two topics later were sociological and historical approach. On other word, we

---


examine the history of Muslim that related with the politic, namely Islamic government, as long as, politic commonly connects with state, government, and how to administer the people in certain of territory.

Meanwhile, we discuss of religion and politic (state), however, it needs consider that between them were different in one side and similar in another one. Actually, religion was a revelation from God for guidance of man in biosphere and hereafter; and, it has values and norms that what people must obey and disobey. Nevertheless, man made the politic, that was a consensus between them, and there was an interesting public that government handled by some peoples whom elected by themselves with many methods. On other words, the politic and religion need each other. The religion requirement the politic for defend of its extension in the world. More or less, religions grow up or lastly influenced by politic and occasionally, politic may not escape from the religion.

In this essay, we will focus on the question of disjoining religion and state in Islam. I argue there was in Islam any problem that its believers were not ready to apply what did Allah said in the Holy Book and the Prophet had practice it in his era of life. Besides this, there was also West intervention in searching of state in Islam, both imperialism and intellectualism forms.

Accordingly, the article, after introduction, will begins in giving a framework conceptual of state in Islam. In this section, it will be compare with concept of state in the West, and give each approach in study of state. After that, the writer explains why and how state can build in Moslem country. The results of the investigation will locus on concluding remarks.

B. The Emergence of State in the West

As already mentioned above that an epistemology question about state, of course, we must make an approach to study of this discipline. Miriam Budiarjo, in her book covered four meaning of state according western scholar. First,


7 See generally Donald Eugene Smith, 1970, Religion and Political Development, Little Brown: Boston, esp. chapter V and VI.

8 Epistemology (the logos or study of epistêmê) has become search for methods and foundations which enable us to be assured of the truth of our beliefs... Epistemology is the search for foundation. See Donald Polkinghorne, 1983, Methodology for the Human Sciences: System of Inquiry, State University of New
Roger H. Soltau: “The state is an agencies or authority managing or controlling theses (common) affairs on behalf of and in the name of the community.” Second, Harold J. Laski: “The state is a society which is integrated by possessing a coercive authority legally supreme over any individual or group which is part of the society. Third, Max Weber: “The state is a human society that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory. Finally, Robert M. Maclver: “The state is an association which, action through law as promulgated by a government endowed to this end with coercive power, maintains within a community territorially demarcated the external conditions of order.”

Furthermore, the state, then in modern society’s means of organizing its members. It is a construct that developed over time to satisfy the changing organizational needs of an ever-growing society. On other word, state in modern era operated by staff who elected by people to be the ruler. All members of this were distributed by a simple hierarchy, which is a ranking of individuals or groups based in dominance, influence, or status.

In the West, there have many approaches to the state. In this context, Syed Serajul Islam has briefly discussed the Western approaches to the state. According to him, they are known as the pluralists or liberal democrats and the Marxist. First, the pluralist approach that believed in any political system there are numerous social, economic and political groups, with each providing inputs into the formulation of decisions of the state. This view parallels with the Ronald Chilcote, that “the state is a political marketplace through which filter the demands and interest of competing groups and individual.” Likewise, Ronald said, two views prevail; on the one hand, neutral state agencies mediate conflict that emanates from party and group competition. On the other, agencies of the state function as the bases of political power; competition among the agencies for funding determines their relationship to parties and interest groups.

Second, the Marxist insist that the state as an institution in an instrument of
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Ronald Chilcote, Theories of Comparative Politics: the Search For Paradigm, p. 194.
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dominant class for exploiting the subordinate classes. State for this groups was maintaining and expanding the capitalist system and serving the interest of the ruling are explained in terms of the instrumental use of pressure economic and political by ruling class and directly by its representatives occupying positions in the state apparatus. This approach could be inspired to the nationalist movements. As Donald Eugene Smith pointed that by World War II the leadership of most nationalist movements was held by relatively politicians, many of the strongly influenced by Marxism.

Notwithstanding, according to Serajul Islam, the Marxist approach also has certain weakness. In the first place, the Marxist ignore the extent of social and cultural diversity within classes, despite the fact that this class heterogeneity may have decisive implications for the potential for class consciousness, solidarity, and conflict. Secondly, the Marxist assume that, with the abolition of the fundamental distortion resulting from class rule (i.e., class domination), the problem of stable representation of diverse group interests, resulting from the division of labour, will be easily solved. Thirdly, the position of the instrumentalist appears in good measure to be similar to that pluralist. Finally, in relation to structuralists, it has been alleged that they also fail to provide any explanation of the social mechanisms that regulate the functional relationships between the state and the dominant class.

From above, we see that in the Western did not include the religion in there. That why, they apply the ideas of secularism. Historically, in the beginning of early 20th Century this ideology influenced to almost of the nationalist movement. This phenomenon became against with Islam that has the ideas of state; contrary with the Christian that has not the teaching of state.

Additionally, there are many meanings of secularism. For instance the
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15 Syed Serajul Islam, The Western and Islamic Approaches to the State, p. 45.
16 Ibid., p. 45-6.
meaning was given by Donald Eugene Smith, when he said that the secularization is characterized by (1) the separation of the polity from religious ideologies and ecclesiastical structures, (2) the expansion of the polity to perform regulatory functions in the socioeconomic sphere which were formerly performed by religious structures, and (3) the transvaluation of the political cultures to emphasize nontranscendent temporal goals and rational, pragmatic means. However, Nurhcolish Madjid was making the separation between secularization and secularism. He wrote that by “secularization” is not meant the applications of secularism, because “secularism” is the name of an ideology, a new closed worldview which functions very much like a new religion. What are meant here, according Madjid, are all forms of “liberating development.” Indeed, said Madjid, by “secularization” one does mean the application of secularism and the transformation of Muslim into secularist. What is intended is the “temporalizing” of values, which are in fact worldly, and freeing of the umma from the tendency to spiritualize them.

It is safe to say the state in the West does not support by religion, since the state did not based by the Holy Book, but rather as result of human intellectualization. Therefore, in the West was a region, not religion; so we could not compare with Islam as religion. As Mohammed 'Abed al-Jabri stated that: How do we define the term 'Islam' in the _expression 'Europe and Islam' which pairs two radically distinct realities, one geographic (Europe) and the other religious (Islam)? Even assuming the 'Islam' refers to the countries professing that religion, do they constitute a coherent whole. What is it that makes Iran, or Pakistan or even Egypt, the presumed ally of Sudan or Indonesia or Morocco against Europe? Are relations between these countries not characterized by their almost total independence from each
other, while all of them are connected to the West by ties of dependency and neo-colonial exploitation?24

C. The State in Islam

In Islam, the state approached by rooted in the concept of daulah as enunciated in the Holy Qur'an and it was first practised by Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) through the creation on the state of Madina.25 In other place, Abdulaziz Saddiq Jastaniah defined the Islamic state as a state in which authorities, organizations, individuals, and groups accept Islam as their religion and enforce its instructions in all aspects of life.26 Hence, Hassan Turabi donated fourth of the Islamic state: Firstly, Islamic states it is not secular. Second, an Islamic state is not a nationalist state because ultimate allegiance is owed to God and thereby to the community of all believers the ummah. Third, an Islamic state is no an absolute or sovereign entity. Finally, an Islamic state is not primordial; the primary institution in Islamic is the ummah.27

The term of state itself, enclosed in Islam has many phrases i.e. daulah, kilâfah, hukûmah, imâmah, and sulthun;28 nevertheless, the meaning of state in Arabic was al-daulah and their three states: federal state (al-daulah al-ittihadiyyah), legal state (al-daulah al-qânuniyyah), welfare state (al-daulah ar-ra'rafâhiyyah).29

Again, Serajul Islam states that the state derives power from two sources: Syari'ah (law) and Ijma' (consensus).30 And, on H.A.R. Gibb's words "the Law of God, or Syari'ah, is the foundation from all discussion of government must start."31 Actually, not only the sources were play important role in development of Islamic community,32 but also, in the same time, to be a crucial debate. For instances, what really the law in Islam or are different between fiqh and shari'ah.33 Until today, the scholars do not achieve an agreement about this topic.

24 Mohammed 'Abed Al-Jâbiri, "Clash of Civilizations': The Relations of the Future?,” in Islam, Modernism, and the West, p. 73.
25 Syed Serajul Islam, op.cit., p. 47.
In the same time, in Western culture, also studied syari'ah and made many interpretation about it.

Briefly, we can examine that in the West many books and articles that Western scholarship concerned the study of Islamic Law. These indicate that the study of Islamic law has grown up at that place. One of the typical studies of Islamic Law was used in the act of the analysis of social-historical approach. As result, there are seven topics (or questions) concerning the study of Islamic Law at Western. First, the questions of the origins, secondly, the questions of foreign influences on early Islamic law. Third, the questions of legal changes vs. immutability in Islamic Law. Fourth, the question of law and medieval religious education. Fifth, the question of the conflict between realism and idealism. Sixth, the question of the status of women and children in traditional and modern Islam. Seventh, the question of modern legal reform and the need for new legal theory. As result, many aspects of Islamic teaching are questioned, and one of the most serious questions is addressed to the doctrine of Islamic law.

It would keep in our mind that why the Muslim countries did not apply the Islamic law as well and still controversial debates about it. As Knut S. Victor stated that the questions should be essential to the theoreticians of the Islamist groups, but it also of interest to the outside observer, because it can illuminate both something of nature of Islamic law, and perhaps also cast some light on the Islamic groups in question. Finally, we do not front the Islamic State in this world, but only Muslim State. It is not surprising when G.W. Choudhury classifies Muslim nation state in three categories and did not mention the
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Islamic State definitely:
1. There are some Muslim states like Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan which designate themselves Islamic states.
2. There is, however, the vast majority of Muslim countries which do not claim to be Islamic states; there are references to Islam sometimes in a form such as 'state religion', or in some other way. These countries are governed mainly by Western legal codes but in personal matters such as marriage, inheritance etc., Islamic law or syari'ah is used.
3. There are very few Muslim countries which would prefer to have a 'Secular State' on the pattern of the Western concept of the separation of politics and religion (in the narrow concept of religion as a 'mode of worship' and not in the broader concept of Islam, which regards religion as a code of the entire human life).

Historically, the Islamic State has practiced in era of Muhammad; but, again, he did not mention that he made the Islamic State or based on Koran itself. Jastamah, however, has identified 19 characteristics Muhammad as a Prophet of Islam and leader of the Muslims in their religious and secular affairs: (1) piety and strong faith; (2) unique wisdom and intelligence; (3) great ability to influence his followers and capability to direct and control affairs; (4) real enforcement of justice and equality; (5) deep concern; (6) unique and strong personality that was loved and admired by Muslims and some non-Muslim alike; (7) correct selection of employees and willingness to delegate authority; (8) willingness to practice mutual consultation; (9) knowledge and experience in both religious and secular affairs; (10) ability to carry responsibility; (11) ability to make the right decision at the right time; (12) ability to define goals and objectives and make them clear to all people; (13) good physical ability; (14) knowledge of the principles of warfare; (15) ability to devise strategies; (16) ability to promote a mutual love and trust between him and his followers; (17) bravery and constant devotion to truth; (18) humanity and mercy in warfare as well as in peacetime; and (19) patience and complete trust in Allah.

Besides these, it is also advance to cite Marshall G.S. Hodgson opinions
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when he said that:

'Muhammad's society came to include both Muslims and non-Muslim in various degrees of membership. It had long since ceased to be just a new tribe of the faithful, or even a local voluntary association. It was becoming a complex and extensive society of heterogeneous element, more fully organized than had been the Meccan system (both religiously and politically); the political structure which Muhammad was building for it was by no means just a state, like the states in the nations round about Arabia, with an increasingly authoritative government, which could no longer be ignored with impunity. Muhammad sent out envoys, who thought the Qur'an and the principles of Islam, collected the zakat, and presumably arbitrated disputes so as to keep the peace and prevent feuding. The Muslim of Medina thus undertook to bring into being throughout much of the Hijaz, and even beyond it, a way of living which should be just and godly. They depended fundamentally, to be sure, on the willingness of a majority to accept the system for the sake of its more immediate benefits in peace among themselves and strength against rivals outside. But the ideal was to be established whether with or without the active co-operation of the various tribes.'

From above description, it is important to note that Muhammad has built the Islamic State and "Islamic nation state", but not nation state in the West. Because, the idea State in Islam is essentially contrasted from the idea of modern nation-States in the West. The two types, according Kalim Siddiqui, are not the same: they have nothing in common. While Islam brings the State into existence as an instrument of Divine purpose, the nation-State comes into existence for precisely the opposite reason: to dismiss God and to replace Him with the 'national interest' as determined by human reason. Furthermore, Kalim also state that:

This is hardly surprising in a situation where the highest form of political organization, the nation-State, itself does not recognize any moral values, except those of the profane world. Such values neither immutable nor universal. They are different from nation-State to nation-State, and in the same nation-State different values are often used in different situation depending on the 'national interest' involved in each situation. Not surprisingly, therefore, international relations between nation-States represent a struggle for power, by means of power, for the sake of more power.

Indeed, what we want to say is the Islamic nation-states was the state embodies from various tribes that made the consensus to life together and based

---

on the principles of religion that accepted by people. From the era of Muhammad, we can point that how modernized Muhammad at that time could govern the people from the various tribes and interesting and based on the Islamic teaching.

In addition, Muhammad also promulgated the al-Dustūr al-Madinah (Constitution of Madinah) in which contains 47 articles. According to scholars, there were many lessons from this constitution: First, the people of Madinah ware came from many tribes, namely ancestries, cultures, and religion. Tie of unity was the power of political in the same destination (art. 17; 23 and 41). All of people whom support the constitution were Mukmin (believer). Second, the followers before were two categories: (a) Muslim (believer) and (b) non-Muslim (non-believer). The links between Muslim were friends one to the other to the exclusion of all men (art. 15; 14; 19 and 21). Third, the state gives safety the freedom of religion for non-believer (art. 25 until 33). Fourth, the equality between citizenship (art.16). Hence the weakness must be help and
protect (art. 11). Although there many another explanations, but it would say the Islamic State in era of Muhammad was very modernize. Moreover, the problem in contemporary era is how the Muslim could apply the blue print Islamic State that have Muhammad did. In short, there is not data show that in Islam the religion separates from state.

D. Concluding Remark
The above discussion clearly shows that there is not data support to say that religion and state must be separate. The fact of separation between religion and state only in the West, because the Christian's Holy Book does not teach about religion. So, in the West emerge the secularisation. Comparison with state in Islam, there many data show both normative and historic, show how the combined the religion and state.
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